LIBERAL   REPUBLICANISM
with an imperfectly educated electorate; but accepted it as
" the least selfish of all systems," and only sought to diminish
its drawbacks by the adoption of indirect elections, which alone
can reconcile de facto inefficiency with de jure power. His main
fear is executive arbitrariness, the growth of irresponsible
oligarchies, which he tries to meet by a rigid division between
the three powers, each of whom holds its authority in direct
delegation from the mass of the citizens1; his ideal was really
a synthesis between individualism and communism, each of
which represents one of the twin bases of society, personal
responsibility and solidarity. He naturally advocates thorough-
going decentralization, the canton being the real centre of
public life, and being called upon to pronounce on all Bills
before those could become laws.2 But we repeat, institutions
are makeshifts at best: in the state of war where individual
freedom so easily becomes selfishness it is inevitable that the
State should be "no longer the manager of general interests
but a vast system of vested interests, the preservation and ex-
tension of which become the sole aim of all the energies one
puts into operation and of all the forces one organizes.*13
Of this state of war and of that false and artificial collective
interest, which sacrifices the individual to the State, inter-
national war is obviously the most glaring expression, together
with the philosophy of nationality that goes with war. That
Renouvier should detest war is natural enough; he loathed it
as being " organized violence, based on a purely material
discipline which went as far as the breaking of the individual
will "; he detested the ethics of war, which turn right into
wrong and would muzzle criticism, whereas in war even more
than in ordinary times we must question, criticize, object, and
the war outlook, which made all think and act in terms of
impersonal groups, whereas " all belligerents are individuals, so
1	Science de la Morale > ii., pp. 204, 232.
2	His Science de la Morale really takes up, with very little alteration, his
two earlier treatises, Manuel du Re public ain of 1848 and V Organisation de la
Refublique of 1851 (see La Jeunesse de Renouvier, by the Abbe Foucher,
who calls Renouvier " un saint de la philosophic radicale, un anachorete de
la science libre, un Pascal du rationalisme ").
3	Critique philosophique, 1872, i., p. 119.
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